
Year 8: Media Unit



Big Questions?

1. What is radio advertising?

2. What makes an effective radio advert?



Lesson 1: 
Aims: 

To understand what Radio advertising is. 

To explore the impact of Radio advertising.

1. In this lesson, you will be expected to look at an infographic and 

locate the correct answers. 

2. You will be asked to listen to radio adverts and consider whether 

they are effective or not. 



Literacy Starter:
Complete the following tasks and use persuasive techniques 
effectively:

1. Create a sentence selling this new cereal using alliteration. 
2. Describe, using tripling, the benefits of using this soap.

3. Write some persuasive phrases for these brand new trainers that 
have just been launched. 



What is Radio Advertising?
 

Are radio adverts a good way to advertise?
Radio is the top performing platform when it comes to weekly reach among adult 
consumers.  Consumers listen to the radio over 12 hours a week, with a reported 
reach of 93%.  This number is not only impressive, but it also trumps the weekly 
reach of both television (85%) and SmartPhones (74%).   Due to its easy availability 
and previously mentioned expansive range, radio is able to connect with its listeners 
in real-time across hundreds of markets each day.  Also, the majority of listeners 
have jobs, and tend to tune in when they are out of the house (and more primed to 
make a purchase).  Therefore, it just makes sense for businesses to take advantage 
of this medium by adding radio to their advertising campaigns.  But it’s not enough to 
simply get your commercial on the radio; you also have to ensure people remember 
it.



Look at the infographic and answer the questions on the next 
slide. 



Mini Task 1: 

1. What percentage of the UK population listen to the radio each 
week? 

2. What percentage of people listen to BBC Radio Wales?
3. How many more people listen to BBC Radio 5 Live than BBC 

Radio Wales?
4. Why do you think more people listen to BBC Radio 5 Live than 

BBC Radio Wales?
5. If so many people are listening to the radio every day, why do you 

think companies opt to buy a ‘slot’ on a radio station to advertise 
their product?



Mini Task 1: The Answers 

1. What percentage of the UK population listen to the radio each 
week? 89%

2. What percentage of people listen to BBC Radio Wales? 304,000
3. How many more people listen to BBC Radio 5 Live than BBC Radio 

Wales? 5,198,000
4. Why do you think more people listen to BBC Radio 5 Live than BBC 

Radio Wales? Population in England is greater & personal 
preference. 

5. If so many people are listening to the radio every day, why do you 
think companies opt to buy a ‘slot’ on a radio station to advertise 
their product? (Your teacher will mark your individual ideas here)



Mini Task 2:
Listen to the two radio adverts on this slide and answer the following question?

Which radio advert do you think is the most persuasive and why?

1. COLDSEAL WINDOWS 2. TESCO

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RLvBRCyNHJs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prV0Weub8uc


Main Task: Listen to the radio advert opposite. 

1. Can you identify any examples of 
the following persuasive 
techniques that have been used 
for effect?

- Direct Address
- Alliteration
- Facts
- Emotive Language
- Tripling
- Repetition

2. Explain why is this advert 
effective?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1Kb4w8wSnE


Plenary Task:

Have a think about the radio adverts that stick in your mind. 

What is it about them that make them memorable and how are they 
effective? 



Lesson 2: 
Aims: 

To create your own persuasive radio advert. 

1. In this lesson, you will be expected to use persuasive language 

effectively and create a script for your own radio advert. 

2. You will be expected to send either your script or voice recording 

to your teacher for marking and feedback. 



Starter Activity: Look at each question and identify the correct answer: 

1. How does radio advertising work?

(a) Competitors join radio hosts live to compare their brands.

(b) Advertisers listen to the radio and wait for their brand to appear.

(c) Advertisers buy commercials or spots on the air.

(d) Advertisers invest in stock in the radio corporation.

2. What is the advantage of a live read in radio advertising?

(a) It uses a variety of tactics including jingles and sound effects.

(b) It plays on the on-air host's popularity with listeners.

(c) It allows an advertiser to reach a specific demographic.

(d) It creates a loyal following or fanbase.



Starter Activity: Answers

1. How does radio advertising work?

(a) Competitors join radio hosts live to compare their brands.

(b) Advertisers listen to the radio and wait for their brand to appear.

(c) Advertisers buy commercials or spots on the air.

(d) Advertisers invest in stock in the radio corporation.

2. What is the advantage of radio advertising?

(a) It uses a variety of tactics including jingles and sound effects.

(b) It plays on the on-air host's popularity with listeners.

(c) It allows an advertiser to reach a specific demographic.

(d) It creates a loyal following or fanbase.



Main Task:
Task Brief: You are going to create a radio advert for a place of your choice. 
Tourist spots all over the world will be desperate for people to visit when the 
government lift all travel restrictions. You are to imagine that you have been 
enlisted to help raise the profile of a tourist spot of your choice. Complete the 
following:

1. Think of your favourite place to visit. 
2. Create a mindmap of reasons why people should visit your chosen 

location.
3. Write a persuasive script for your radio advert selling your location. 
4. If able, voice record your radio advert. 
5. Send either your script or your voice recording to your teacher. 

Use the following slides to help you plan your advert. 



Step 1: Choose your location.

Step 2: Mindmap 

Your 
Location

What does your location have 
to offer?

What does it look like?

Where is your location 
situated?

Why should people visit your 
location?



Step 3: Write your persuasive script selling your location. 

Direct Address

Alliteration

Facts & Statistics

Order of three

Rhetorical Question

Emotive Language

Superlative

Testimony

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSyYKhN9tN4


Step 4: Make a voice recording of your script if able. 

Step 5: Send either your script or voice recording to 
your teacher for marking and feedback.  



Big Questions?

1. What is radio advertising?

2. What makes an effective radio advert?


